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Unmet need
• While current checkpoint blockade can result in dramatic, durable therapeutic responses, 

existing therapies are not effective in all patients, and those who benefit can develop 

resistance1,2

• Understanding the different mechanisms of resistance to cancer immunotherapy facilitates the 

identification of other immune checkpoint pathways and potential combination therapeutic 

strategies3-5

• Targeting multiple cancer immunity processes may enhance response in relapsed or refractory 

NSCLC

CD226 Axis
• The CD226 Axis is a complex regulatory network of immune receptors that plays a critical role in 

the regulation of antitumor responses and is involved in a cascade that can either promote or 

prevent antitumor immune responses (Figure 1)6-8

- Promote: CD226 on T/NK cells binds to CD155 and CD112 on tumor cells. This binding activates 

CD226 signaling (green lines). CD226 signaling potentiates T- and NK-cell–mediated antitumor 

responses3,6

- Prevent: Shared ligands CD155 and CD112 are frequently overexpressed on tumor cells.6,7 Several 

components of the Axis, including TIGIT and CD96, exhibit a greater binding affinity than CD226 for 

CD155, and PVRIG binds with high affinity to CD112.3 Thus, Axis immune receptors may outcompete 

CD226 for binding to CD155 and CD112, preventing its activation (red lines)6

• Intervention with mAbs designed to bind to inhibitory immune receptors within the CD226 Axis 

might restore binding of shared ligands to CD226 and promote function of antitumor immune 

cells9-13

Anti-TIGIT GSK4428859A/EOS-448 mechanism of action
• GSK4428859A (GSK’859A/EOS-448) is a fully human, Fc-enabled, IgG1k mAb designed to 

inhibit the immunosuppressive activity of TIGIT through multiple mechanisms of actions10-12,14

- GSK’859A/EOS-448 can bind with high affinity to TIGIT on T and NK cells, blocking TIGIT from binding 

to CD155 and CD112, consequently permitting these ligands to interact with the costimulatory receptor 

CD226, leading to augmented T- and NK-cell–mediated antitumor immune responses

- GSK’859A/EOS-448 has been shown to promote FcγR-mediated depletion of immunosuppressive 

regulatory T cells and progenitors of terminally exhausted T cells expressing high levels of TIGIT to 

enhance the antitumor immune response

- In addition to depletion activity, Fc-dependent activation of NK cells and macrophages leads to the 

release of proinflammatory cytokines, activating immune cells and further augmenting antitumor 

responses

Anti-CD96 GSK6097608 mechanism of action
• GSK6097608 (GSK’608) is a first-in-clinic, fully human, Fc-enabled IgG1k anti-CD96 mAb 

designed to block and/or displace CD96-CD155 interactions to restore antitumor immunity13

• GSK’608 is designed to relieve CD155-mediated immune inhibition by blocking CD9613,15

- Binds with high affinity to CD96

- Prevents binding and disrupts preformed CD96-CD155 complexes, leading to the rescue of CD155-

mediated immune regulation

• GSK’608 exhibits Fc-FcγR coengagement that promotes primary human T- and NK-cell 

activation without evidence of cellular depletion13

Interplay between PD-1 and the CD226 Axis
• PD-1 has also been shown to disrupt CD226 costimulatory signaling, although in a different way 

from TIGIT, CD96, and PVRIG, thereby providing a mechanistic rationale for the therapeutic 

combination in cancer16-18

- PD-1 signaling dephosphorylates and deactivates CD226 via the SHP-2 domain (Figure 2)

• In addition, PD-1 and CD226 Axis immune checkpoints are nonredundant checkpoints, providing 

further mechanistic rationale for combination therapy19-23

• Combinations of immunotherapies that target nonredundant pathways may achieve synergistic 

effects in inhibiting tumor growth19-23

Preclinical and clinical evidence
• Blockade of TIGIT + CD96 + PD-1 demonstrated activity in preclinical tumor models13,19

• GSK’608, alone or in combination with dostarlimab, is currently being evaluated in a phase 1 

first-in-human study (NCT04446351)24

• Preliminary data from a phase 1, first-in-human study of GSK’859A/EOS-448 in patients with 

advanced cancer suggest a clinically acceptable tolerability profile and early signs of clinical 

activity25,26

• A phase 2 study of anti-TIGIT/anti–PD-L1 combination therapy exhibited improved clinical activity 

vs checkpoint blockade alone in a subset of patients with PD-L1–high metastatic NSCLC27

- The phase 3 follow-up trial did not meet its coprimary endpoint of PFS; OS data (other coprimary 

endpoint) are not yet mature28

• Early data in another phase 1 study of anti-TIGIT/anti–PD-1 showed modest antitumor activity in 

advanced NSCLC refractory to PD-(L)1 inhibition29

Figure 2. Interplay Between PD-1 and the CD226 Axis

• To explore the triplet combination of GSK’859A/EOS-448 (an anti-TIGIT mAb), 

GSK’608 (an anti-CD96 mAb), and dostarlimab (an anti–PD-1 mAb) in the phase 2 

ENTRÉE Lung platform study30

Study design
• ENTRÉE Lung is an open-label, platform trial (NCT03739710) using a master protocol 

to study novel regimens in NSCLC

• In arm 5 presented here, patients will receive an IV infusion of GSK’859A/EOS-448, 

GSK’608, and dostarlimab every 3 weeks
- Patients will receive treatment for up to 35 cycles or 2 years or until disease progression, 

unacceptable toxicity, death, or withdrawal of consent

• The design of arm 5 features 2 phases (Figure 3)
- Dose-exploration phase: nonrandomized safety portion to identify the highest tolerable dose 

of GSK’608 in combination with fixed doses of GSK’859A/EOS-448 + dostarlimab

- Dose-expansion phase: randomized PK/PD portion to further explore the highest and lowest 

dose of GSK’608 in the triplet combination

Study population
• Adults (≥18 years old) with an ECOG PS of 0-1 are eligible if they have histologically or 

cytologically confirmed NSCLC (nonsquamous or squamous) that progressed during or 

after ≤2 lines of systemic treatment for locally/regionally advanced stage IIIb/IIIc/IV or 

metastatic disease (Table 1)
- Prior treatment must include 1 line of PD-(L)1 mAb therapy and 1 line of platinum-containing 

chemotherapy in the same or separate lines of therapy

• Patients who received prior docetaxel or have tumors with known molecular alterations 

with therapeutic options available (eg, EGFR, ALK, ROS1) are excluded

Outcome measures
• The primary endpoints are safety and tolerability, and secondary endpoints are efficacy 

and pharmacokinetics (Table 2)

Methods

Table 1. Eligibility Criteriaa

✓ Key Inclusion Criteria   Key Exclusion Criteria

• Adults ≥18 years old

• Histologic or cytologic confirmation of NSCLC (squamous or 

nonsquamous)

• Measurable disease per RECIST 1.1

• Documented progression during/after ≤2 lines of systemic 

treatment for locally/regionally advanced recurrent stage 

IIIb/IIIc/IV or metastatic disease

• Prior treatment must include 1 line of PD-(L)1 mAb therapy 

and 1 line of platinum-containing chemotherapy in the same 

or separate lines of therapy

• Adequate organ function

• Life expectancy ≥12 weeks

• Prior treatment with docetaxel

• Systemic approved or investigational anticancer therapy 

within 30 days or 5 half-lives of the drug, whichever is shorter

• Received prior antibodies or drugs targeting TIGIT, CD96, or 

PVRIG, or other therapies targeting the CD226 Axis pathway

• Known molecular alterations with therapeutic options available 

(eg, EGFR, ALK, ROS1)

• Grade ≥3 toxicity related to prior immunotherapy and that led 

to treatment discontinuation

• Receiving systemic steroids (>10 mg oral prednisone or 

equivalent) or other immunosuppressive agents within 7 days 

prior to the first dose of study treatment

a Additional criteria available at https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03739710.

Table 2. Study Endpoints
Primary Secondary Exploratory

• Adverse events

• Serious adverse events

• Dose-limiting toxicities

• Objective response rate

• Disease control rate

• Pharmacokinetic parameters

• Antidrug antibodies

• Antitumor activity (CR, PR, SD, PD)

• Pharmacodynamics

Figure 4. Current Trial Sites

Figure 3. Study design

Dose-exploration phase Dose-expansion phase

• Up to 27 patients across all dose levels of GSK’608a

• Mandatory paired biopsies not required

• Nonrandomized

GSK’859A/EOS-448 +

GSK’608 (low dose) + 

Dostarlimab

Start

Highest tolerable 

dose identified

Highest Tolerable Dose

GSK’859A/EOS-448 +

GSK’608 (high dose) + 

Dostarlimab

GSK’859A/EOS-448 +

GSK’608 (low dose) + 

Dostarlimab

GSK’859A/EOS-448 +

GSK’608 (mid dose) + 

Dostarlimab
R

a GSK’608 dose escalation/de-escalation decisions made using modified toxicity probability interval method.

• Up to 30 patients across 2 dose levels of GSK’608

• Mandatory paired biopsies required

• Randomized


